1. INTRODUCTION

Preserving privacy of users in online social networks is important. Usually, users specify their privacy constraints and the online social network is expected to enforce them. However, many times a piece of content is related to a number of users, whose privacy constraints might be incompatible. For example, when a user shares a party photo, her privacy constraints are enforced on the picture but the privacy constraints of the people in the picture are not. One way to deal with this problem is to enable collaborative policies to be written per content \[5\]. However, composing privacy policies from scratch is extremely time consuming. Further, it is difficult to overcome conflicts among users. Another way of dealing with this problem is to use agent-based approaches such that agents represent their users and employ agreement techniques to reach a conclusion on whether a content should be shared or not \[3, 4\]. Following this line of work, we advocate an agent-based approach where each user in the social network is represented by an agent that manages its user’s privacy constraints. Each agent represents its domain knowledge using an ontology and its user’s privacy constraints as semantic rules. When a user wants to post a content, her agent contacts the relevant agents (e.g., agents of tagged users in the content) to request permission. Upon receiving the request, these agents evaluate it using their own rules. If any of the agents has a concern; i.e., its privacy constraint is violated, then the agents engage in an argumentation session. The argumentation is done in a distributed manner where agents take turns to provide evidence as to why the content should be shared or vice versa. The evidence is generated from the agent’s ontology and semantic rules on demand based on what the other agents have proposed. At the end of the argumentation, winning arguments are computed, leading to a decision on whether the content should be shared or not.

2. TECHNICAL DETAILS

We represent a social network user with an agent. The main goal of an agent is to manage its user’s privacy constraints. For this, an agent is equipped with an ontology to represent the social network domain, the content being shared, the relationships of its user, and the privacy constraints of its user (e.g., not disclose location information). Each privacy constraint is represented as a semantic rule in the user’s ontology.

2.1 Assumption-based Argumentation

We use Assumption-based Argumentation (ABA) \[1\] to generate arguments from information provided by the agents. In an ABA framework, there are four main constructs: (i) the language to describe information, (ii) a set of rules to derive arguments, (iii) a set of assumptions to represent non-factual information, and (iv) a set of contraries to disprove validity of assumptions. In ABA, an argument is of the form \(S \vdash R \sigma\), where \(S\) (the support) is a set of assumptions, \(R\) is a set of rules and \(\sigma\) is the claim of the argument inferred by the use of \(R\). Assumptions are the weak points of arguments and can be refuted by other arguments. An argument \(\alpha_1\) can attack another argument \(\alpha_2\) if the claim of \(\alpha_1\) is the contrary of one of the assumptions in \(\alpha_2\). In ABA, various semantics can be used to compute winning (acceptable) arguments. In this work, we use the credulous admissible semantics. Hence, an argument that is not attacked by any other argument or it is attacked but defended by other arguments in ABA is a winning argument. In a recent work, Fan et al. \[2\] propose an approach for multiple agent decision-making as we do here. Our work is different in that: (i) Agents are equipped with ontologies to represent knowledge (the social network domain and the privacy constraints). (ii) Agents generate arguments by using their ontologies. (iii) Agents can consult other agents to enrich their knowledge base if they have missing information in their ontologies.
2.2 Distributed Argumentation

Prior to sharing a post, an agent starts an argumentation with other agents relevant to this post request. The initial assumption is that the post can be shared. During the argumentation, agents send messages to each other in a turn-taking fashion to provide their arguments and to convince other agents. A message consists of rules, facts, assumptions and their contraries. After an agent sends a post request, relevant agents to this post request evaluate it by creating a post request instance in their ontologies. As a result of ontological reasoning, agents infer more information about this post request (e.g., the context). In another words, agents evaluate a given post request regarding the privacy constraints of their users; they make use of their ontologies to accept or reject a post request. If any of the agents rejects the post request, that agent provides new information (rules, facts, assumptions and contraries), and updates the ongoing message to attack other agents’ assumptions. In order to formulate arguments, agents can use their own ontologies or consult other agents in their social network to collect information. This is similar to real life where people consult others if they do not have enough information about a topic. The argumentation session terminates when agents cannot provide new information and update the message. At the end of the argumentation, the initiator agent gives the final message to an ABA engine and queries its initial assumption. If the initial assumption is a winning argument, then the post is shared by the initiator agent. Otherwise, the post is not shared.

2.3 Running Example

Consider a scenario where Bob wants to share a photo of Alice. Bob would like to consult Alice before sharing it since this content could violate Alice’s privacy constraints. For this, Bob starts an argumentation session with Alice. It creates an initial message where he puts information about the post request. Moreover, Bob’s agent :bob has an initial assumption that the post can be shared (A_b2). Alice rejects any post request, which includes a photo taken abroad since she does not want other users to know when she is abroad. This privacy concern is represented as a privacy rule in Alice’s ontology (R_A1). Upon receiving the message, her agent :alice assumes that the photo is taken abroad (A_A1). If an agent can prove that the photo is taken in Alice’s home country, that would oppose A_A1. Bob has two rules in his ontology. The first rule states that a country is the home country of a person if this person was born in a city of that country (R_B1). The second rule states that if the photo is taken in a country, which is the home country of an agent, then the photo is taken in the home country of this agent (R_B2). Bob also has an assumption about which country the photo was taken in (A_b1).

Initially, :bob prepares a message where it puts factual information about the post request (e.g., tagged agents) and its initial assumption A_b1, and it sends the message to :alice. In its turn, :alice evaluates the post request in its ontology. The post request violates the privacy rule R_A1, since :alice has the assumption A_A1. :alice rejects the post request. :alice updates the message by adding R_A1 to the rule set and A_A1 to the assumption set of the message. Next, :bob receives the message and evaluates the message in its ontology. :bob knows the city where Alice was born hence it uses R_B1 to infer the home country of Alice. Moreover, it has the assumption A_b2 and the rule R_B2. It turns out that the photo is taken in the home country of Alice hence :bob proves the contrary of A_A1. :bob updates the message and sends it to :alice. When :alice receives the message again, it checks whether it can attack A_b2. Since it has no supporting knowledge in its ontology, it consults :carol (a friend of :alice) to gather extra information for attacking A_b2. :carol cannot provide any information either. The argumentation session terminates since :alice and :bob cannot update the message with new information. :bob uses the final message to compute winning arguments in an ABA engine. For this, it queries its initial assumption A_b1, which results in a winning argument. Thus, :bob shares the photo in the online social network. In this scenario, :bob has convinced :alice to share the photo by providing information that :alice was not aware of. If there would not be such environment for agents to challenge each others’ arguments, the post would not be shared; i.e., :bob would not share the photo to protect :alice’s privacy.

3. DIRECTIONS

Our current approach assumes all the agents are trustworthy since they are connected to each other in the social network. However, it would be interesting to study situations where the rules and assumptions are added to the argumentation based on the trustworthiness of the agents. It would also be interesting to study the formal properties of the decisions that are reached through argumentation as well as analyze the performance of our approach when multiple agents engage in argumentation.
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